less is known about their behavior in the presence of strong correlations, especially in non-zero temperature systems. In this paper we consider non-zero low temperature large-size locally Hopfield neural networks in finite loading regime, learning patterns admitting strong and regular correlation structure (chosen to be periodic for simplicity'). Our aim being to find conditions for pattern stability and successful retrieval as depending on the imposed correlation structure, we propose to apply the so-called Pirogov-Sinai theory from statistical mechanics to describe the geometry of pattern stability regions. We check that this theory does match with the experimental data and we investigate some further interesting phenomena that occur in such systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
Hopfield networks working as content-addressed memories have strongly marked their presence in the literature, see e.g. [I 1] , [2] and the references therein, and considerable progress has been made in understanding the behavior of such systems. Many problems have been studied including their memory capacities, stabilities of remembered patterns, presence of spurious metastable states etc. Very close to Hopfield networks are Boltzmann machines, see e.g. [1] , allowing one to encode many famous discrete optimization problems such as traveling salesman [16] , graph coloring, graph bisection, assignment problems etc.
In this work we focus on a 2d pattern-memorizing network (content-addressed associative memory). Learning To avoid degeneracies, throughout this paper we make the natural assumption that contributions to wi,j coming from different patterns are linearly independent, in particular this excludes the degenerate case of two patterns being negatives of each other. At a non-zero temperature /-1 the network evolves by flipping the state of a randomly chosen unit ai with probability 1 if it did not agree with the sign of the local field Si := EZ wi,ja and with probability exp(-23lSi I) otherwise, with / > 0 referred to as the inverse temperature. This is the so-called Glauber dynamics. Recall that under this dynamics the system converges to the equilibrium distribution P(6) = ' exp(-,3E(6)), where E(df) := -2 > jj w,ja,ij is the so-called energy function whereas Z, often referred to as the partition function, stands for the normalizing constant.
In the sequel, we shall always assume that 0 is sufficiently large, i.e. that the system is in low temperature regime.
In 
A. Statistical Mechanics
Aiming at good visualization properties of considered systems, we represent our networks and training patterns on large-size square subsets of the planar integer lattice. To represent strong and regular spatial correlation structure we require our patterns to be periodic, that is to say the pattern in a large region splits into a collection of basic squares containing periodic repetitions of some basic pattern. Moreover, we localize the connections, that is to say each unit is connected only to units lying at lattice sites within a certain given distance. These assumptions place our model within the general framework of lattice Gibbs measures, see [5] . For finite number of memorized patterns this puts us in a position to apply the mathematical Pirogov-Sinai theory providing qualitative characterization of low temperature phase diagrams2, see [15] , [17] . To formulate the results of this theory, we introduce the following concept of pattern stability. For a given pattern P and a given large rectangular region R we fix the contents of the boundary basic squares to coincide with the basic pattern corresponding to P. Next, we run the Glauber dynamics for the interior neurons while keeping the states of the boundary units frozen, until the system is close to thermodynamic equilibrium. In low enough temperatures the structure of this equilibrium is often the following: the domain R contains an ocean of sites whose states agree with the pattern P surrounding isolated and small disagreement islands. The mathematical theory formalizes it in infinite volume limit stating under appropriate conditions that all the disagreement islands are finite and surrounded by the infinite and connected agreement ocean. If the equilibrium measure for boundary condition P exhibits such a structure, we call it the pure phase corresponding to P and we say that P is stable, otherwise we 2Note that Pirogov-Sinai theory covers systems in thermodynamical limit (infinite), while our system is evidently finite, so it is not a priori obvious to what extent experimental result would match with theoretical predictions.
It seems however, as argued further in the paper, that the considered system size is large enough to clearly observe effects predicted by the theory.
say that pure phase corresponding to P does not exist and we declare P unstable. Note that in this setting a pattern is stable if it can be retrieved only from the boundary information (frozen in the course of system evolution), which is stronger than the usually adopted definitions, see Section 4.1 in [1 1]. In this setting, for sufficiently large 3, modulo certain technical details falling beyond the scope of this article, the following statements are direct conclusions of the Pirogov-Sinai theory, see [ 15] , [ 17] . To provide an intuitive discussion of unstable pattern behavior, imagine the network memorizes (binary, black & white) pictures of an apple, a pear and a sparse tulip field. It is clear that the apple and pear-(if properly located and sized) are quite similar to each other, thus forming a 'coalition' against the rather dissimilar tulip field. For the choice a, = a2 = C3 = 1/3 this results in lack of stability for the tulip field (possibly also for the 'weaker' fruit pattern). This means that, starting from the tulip field (as initial condition inside R and as fixed boundary condition), in the course of the system evolution we will observe our tulips rapidly transform into apples or pears (depending on which fruit pattern is 'stronger') ! Clearly this is not an example of desirable network behavior, which once again indicates the need for looking for the phase coexistence point.
We conclude this section by noting that, as already mentioned, all our considerations are specialized to the case of ,3 large enough (low temperature regime). This is due to the fact that at a certain inverse temperature ,3, depending on the set of memorized patterns, an order-disorder phase transition occurs and at high enough temperatures the system starts ignoring the boundary conditions and producing disordered random mixtures of all stable patterns rather than trying to retrieve a particular one, see e.g. [6] or Lectures 5, 6, 7 
D. The phase diagram
A simple Monte-Carlo method was used to quickly collect the data necessary to create the phase diagram. The a parameters were sampled uniformly from the parameter space (n -1 dimensional simplex). The process was repeated about 4000 times for each considered value of the inverse temperature.
E. Visualization The front area was made transparent. One can see that the pattern stability (pure phase) regions are rather regular and the phase boundaries are sharp.
We have visualized the a parameter space for 3 and 4 patterns. In such cases the visualization is rather straightforward, as we use the parameters as a barycentric coordinates in regular triangle (respectively tetrahedron). Visualizing diagrams for more than 4 patterns is more problematic, in practice only sections with less dimensional spaces seem readable. In a different context we considered barycentric projections to less dimensional polygons [13] , but this method appears inapplicable in the present setting due geometrical ambiguities which would arise when interpreting such a diagram. Since Monte-Carlo method is used to probe the parameter space, a complementary nearest-neighbor filling scheme was implemented to make the figures more legible. Examples of a diagram for 4 patterns can be seen in figures 4 and 5.
III. EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL RESULTS During the simulation a number of interesting phenomena were observed. What attracts our attention is that the phase boundaries are very sharp, conforming to the predictions provided by the Pirogov-Sinai theory. Clearly, our experiments bring rather little information about the smoothness of phase boundaries. The geometrical structure of the diagram coincides quite well with the theoretical results. One of the aims of the simulation was to determine the position of the phase coexistence point and to confront the experimental outcome with the theoretical predictions. In general, predicting theoretically the position of the phase coexistence point in systems like the one examined at non-zero temperatures is a very difficult problem. However, this problem gets very simple in a special case, that is if we impose zero temperature (3 = 0) . In such a case we just have to solve the following system of equations (cf [12] , [9] for a different approach at zero temperature) IE(Pila,,a2 ..
where E(P,Ia,,..., an) is the 'specific energy' of pattern P., Some further phenomena can be observed in the considered system during the network relaxation, for instance shrinking by mean curvature (see Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 ) of phase-separating interfaces in multiple phase coexistence regime. This occurs at the phase coexistence point, when an island of one pattern is consumed by an ocean of another pattern (determined by the boundary condition). Should we move the parameters a out of the phase coexistence point, the dominating stable pattern 'overruns' possible islands of dominated unstable patterns not just at their boundaries but also from inside and a rapid bulk rather than boundary 'consumption' phenomenon is observed, see Fig. 8 figure 7 .
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER PERSPECTIVES
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